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This book is intended to be a reference guide to the Silhouette Cameo that you can refer to when

using the machine. I found that the user manual written by Silhouette totally inadequate. This book

was not written with the intention of a how to guide. However wherever possible we have included

tips which may help you achieve a better result. I have tried to embrace some of the negative

comments that were posted on the  website about the previous edition and have included more

screen shots to illustrate the use of the software. At the end of the book there are two projects that

you can do to practise using the software.This Edition now covers the recently added facility to copy

and trace items that are not printed out on the Cameo, therefore are not able to have registration

marks.
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I enjoyed this as I've been researching Cricut ,+Silhouette. I'm glad I bought this before I made my

decision. A few things I don't understand but quite a bit I do 're using the software now that I've seen

screen shots. It reminds me of a digitizing/machine embroidery/photo editing program so I think ill

pick it up fast. Now if someone would write a tutorial project ebook that would be fantastic for



newbies like me. I would be a customer.

Buying my Silhouette machine is a love/hate, hate/love relationship! I have had trouble with this

machine as the included manual doesn't really explain how to use it! So I went searching for

something to help me and found this guide! While I wish now that I had bought the new Cricut

machine, this guide has helped me with what I am stuck with for now. I like how the author wrote out

what does what. He makes it very easy to understand the different parts of what you can do.I think

that his tutorials are the best tho. When you download any item off the the Silhouette website you

only get the image, not the instructions! So his tutorials really help. I wish that he wrote more... but I

think that that is just the way it will be with this machine!But I am thankful for his help!

Well written, especial if you are new to the cameo, and with the new update version 3 software I

personally can understand the software much better. Thank you Ms. Hudson for thinking of all the

newbies to the cameo!!

This book has been the best thing for me to learn what the Silhouette can do! It is written in easy to

understand language with lots of photos. I am still learning something every time I use it. It is a great

reference book!

This is a helpful guide. I needed something that I could read separate from my computer while using

my Cameo. I do not learn very well when I have instructions on the computer while using the

computer at the same time. This guide was perfect for me, since it was on my Kindle.

Explains in detail things that you probably already know very basic anyone who has purchased this

software would know doesn't detail items that are more complex and probably the reason you would

want to read this book did not inform me of anything new would not buy this book

Love this book, help me to understand more what do it every button in my screen. Easy to

understand, learning tricks every day.

I felt the content lacking and sketchy.
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